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The purpose of the article is to analyse the competence-contextual approachof mathematics learning.  In the article there was studied a computer systemof analytical processing the results of the educational process, which allowsthe designing of a discipline. The technological card, proposed by V.M.Monakhov, determines the content of a lesson and its role in students’development. As a result of the technology application, a student obtainsskills of rational learning, critical thinking, independent research, andanalytical activity, clearly understands his potential abilities, and is able tothe further successful implementation of his aims. The considered computersystem provides the information about the level of professional competenceof the academic teaching staff. In the article there were considered therecommendations concerning the enhancement of the teachers’ information-technological competence.
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1. Introduction

*In recent years we have been witnessing a globalprocess of standardization in our educational space.To ensure that every student reaches the level ofacademic standard, every educational establishmentneeds a new pedagogical tool instead of thetraditional method.Consequently with new progressive andadequate pedagogical technologies there comes aneed for a new technology as a solution to theproblem of transition from traditional to innovativemethods.Educational technology is a procedural categoryand it represents a certain system of activities. Theemergence and dissemination of new technologies ischanging the activity itself and the substantialrestructuring of targets, values, specific knowledgeand skills.In the article the technology of V.M. Monakhov,aimed at improving the quality of education, creatingconditions for level differentiation of the learningprocess taking into account the personalcharacteristics of students, is taken as the basis.
2. MethodsThe modification of educational technologies ofV.M. Monakhov was conducted in the research.There were determined the operating parameters,which allow to approach closer to the optimal
* Corresponding Author.Email Address: C.Anderson@gmail.com

regime of functioning of the methodical system ofteaching with the beforehand specified properties. Itwas proved that taking into account therecommendations represented by the computersystem, a teacher can correct the studying processproject.The system of pedagogical education constantlyrequires diagnosing and teachers’ aid provision. Theparticular attention is paid to the development ofcomputer systems of analytical processing of theresults. They are a goal statement, content structure,forms of diagnostics, designing of the innovativemethodical system of teaching, competent model of apupil, standardized volumes of knowledge, specialmetric system for the quantitative estimation ofcompetences and aim of study. The development ofthese innovative didactic categories and theirtechnological in-building in the model of methodicalsystem of teaching with the beforehand specifiedproperties naturally led to the serious developmentof the didactic notions and their innovative functions(Monakhov, 2014).The contribution to the organization andmodelling of the diagnostics result at designing ofthe competent-contextual formation of mathematicsteaching was made by Alexandrov (1987) andBakhusova (2011) “Technology design of theeducational process: the preparatory and designingstages”, (Collins and Madaj, 2012; Klevakina, 2010)“Group form of teaching as a means of the jointpedagogical activity of a teacher and students in theprocess of mathematics teaching”, (Krajewski, 1969-2000; Ksenzova, 2001; Kudryavtsev, 1985; Kuzmina1985 and Monakhov, 2012) “Informatization of the
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learning and teaching provision of the integrateprocess of competence and technological qualitymanagement monitoring”, (Monakhov, 2014) “IT-education and some issues of evolution of thedomestic methodical system of mathematicseducation, providing the educational processtechnologization”, (Monakhov, 1991-2006 andSherstnyeva, 2014) “Pedagogical technology:content, essence”, (Zhurba, 2014) “Design of atraining course on the basis of technologicalapproach”.
3. Results and discussionTaking into account various fixation dynamicsmodels of diagnosis and their application in manyeducational establishments, it should be noted thatin addition to an objective picture of the dynamics ofthe material learning and mastering a subjectsuccessfully (computer system data in processingdiagnostics results), a computer system provides theinformation on the level of professional competenceof the teaching staff. Hence, an important task is theimprovement of the information technologycompetence of the faculty at the educationalestablishments. Apparently, there must be analysedthe programme of the development of informationtechnology knowledge, without which the tasks oftechnologization and informatization of thecompetence-contextual format of learning cannot besolved. It should be added that a strategy of theuniversity development should be directly linked tothe creation and implementation of the qualitymanagement technology (Kreytsberg, 1982):– Quality of the vocational training of thegraduate non-mathematician (as an important factorof the demand for graduates in the labour market);– Quality of the educational process in terms ofthe competence-contextual format of learning of abachelor of a nonmathematical specialty;– Quality of the target meaningful component ofthe educational process of a bachelor;– Quality of the dynamics fixation of thediagnosing component of a bachelor.The estimation parameters which define the
quality are objectivity, consistency, transparency andopenness of the information about the learningprocess. It seems reasonable to treat qualitymanagement as a management process.This approach allows using a methodologicallyinnovative design of modified flow charts of V.M.Monakhov as a management process, and amethodical system of teaching mathematics tospecialists of a nonmathematical specialty, providingand maintaining the specified quality of theeducational process.The main idea of the message is the thesis of
modifications of the pedagogical technology by V. M.Monakhov, already functioning in practice. It servesfor the design of the learning process at theeducational establishments in terms of thecompetence-contextual format of learning(Kremyansky, 1969).

The aim of this pedagogical technology is todetermine the reasonable norm of the tasks(according to the volume, difficulty and complexity),the content of the extracurricular work that leads tothe achievement of the aim with the teacher’s help.Any changes, based on the obtained results, could beimplemented into the technology, for example,through the block “Diagnostics”. It should be notedthat the technology of V.M. Monakhov includes a goalstatement, diagnostics of the extracurricular tasks,and also the possibility to fill in the specificationsand changes based upon the results, obtained fromdifferent stages.The technology of V.M. Monakhov makes theemphasis on the students’ development, to which thebiggest share of time is devoted. The aims and tasksof a student’s development are accurately andunderstandably arranged in a student’s developmentinformation card.This technology includes a logically substantiatedsystem of stages and aims of teaching; a diagnosticssystem for quick achievement of the goals; describedways of the educational process of the participants’interaction on each stage; elements of motivation;possibility of transference into new conditions;guarantee of the pedagogical results.For the achievement of the purpose of thisresearch we try to compile a scheme of theeducational process. For this task a problem situation(PS) is taken as a unit of designing the content of thediscipline. The content of each discipline will betranslated into the language of problematicsituations.The methodical system of teaching mathematicsto the bachelors of a nonmathematical specialty interms of the competence-contextual format oflearning is then designed to solve the problematicsituations of the discipline consistently (sometimessimultaneously) with the assimilation of thetraditional content of the discipline. For this purposethe learning process in the discipline is divided intothe problematic situations PS1, PS2, ..., PSm. Then,for each PSi a system of micro-purposes of thediscipline is formed – micro-purposes B1, B2, ... Bn,sufficient to solve the PSi (Kuzmina, 1980).The modification of the pedagogical techniquesby V.M. Monakhov for implementing thecompetence-contextual type of learning has led tothe following procedural scheme of the design of theeducational process, shown in Table 1.This scheme allows to systematically monitoringthe process of studying the content of the disciplineeither by a separate bachelor or a group as a whole.The created computer system of the analyticalprocessing results of the diagnostics provides notonly the efficient information on the process of thediscipline learning, but also the estimatedparameters for the formation of the keycompetencies within the boundaries of thediscipline.The computer system of the analytical processingof the diagnostics results forms and analyses “Theindividual trajectories of the discipline learning” (via
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the diagnostic results D1, D2, ..., Dp) (as shown in Fig.1) and “The individual trajectories of the formationof the competences in students” (through theassessment of the solution diagnostics of PS1, PS2, ...
PSn) (Ksenzova, 2001). Of the greatestmethodological interest is a rate graph of thedynamics of assimilation of the entire group ofstudents, shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1: The design of the educational processN Procedure1 To distribute the professional competences, laid down in the SES of HPE of the third generation, in theacademic disciplines, i.e. to indicate in the context of which disciplines one or the other competence isformed.
2 To formulate the problematic situations PS1, PS2, ... PSm for a discipline (or a group of disciplines,responsible for the same competence). The contents of the problematic situations should reflect theconnection between the academic discipline and the future professional activities of a student, and to fosterthe competences.
3

To design a sequence of micro-purposes B1, B2, ..., Bn (in the sense of V.M. Monakhov’s technology) for eachdiscipline, aimed at solving the PS. The technological document at this stage is the project card of theeducational process in the discipline, which includes the competence formation, a list of the problematicsituations (PS1, PS2, ... PSm) and a sequence of micro-purposes for solution of each PS.Project card in the discipline “...”Professional competences (C) Problematic situations (PS) Micro-purposes

4

To design the technological cards (TC) of the training topics. The logical structure of the learning process,besides the traditional diagnostics D1, D2, ..., Dn, should include the time limits of the PSi solutions and PSidiagnostics by students. Thus, the logical structure has two levels. For example:Academichours 1pair 2pair 3pair 4pair 5pair 6pair 7pair 8pair 9pair 10pair 11pair 12pair …
Formation ofthe subjectknowledge andskills

В1 D1 В2 D2 В3 D3 В4 …
Formation ofthe keycompetencies(C1)

PS1 Diagnosticsof PS1 PS2
a. If in the context of the discipline there are two formed competences, then the logical structure will havethree levels

Fig. 1: A student’s individual trajectory of the discipline learningThe computer system of the analytical processingof the diagnostics results in accordance with theprogramme of the spectral analysis of thediagnostics results of a group can issue therecommendations of the following nature to ateacher:
A comment to the curve “excellent”An average number of the marks "5" equals to7.88, or 27.16%. In the normal range are thefollowing diagnostics results: D3, D4, D5, D6, D7,D10, D12, D13, D14, and D16.  The deviation of thediagnostics results from the mean value towards the

maximum is: in D9 to 14.22%, in D11 to 10.78%, andin D15 to 21.12%. The deviation of the diagnosticsresults from the mean value towards the minimumis: in D1 to 13.36%, in D2 to 13.36%, and in D8 to27.16%.The recommendations are as follows: to simplifythe tasks for the mark “5” in D1, D2, and D8; tocomplicate the tasks for the mark “5” in D9, D11, andD15.
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Fig. 2: A rate graph of the dynamics of assimilation by a group of 30 students
A comment to the curve “good”An average number of the marks "4" equals to12.69 or 43.75%. In the normal range are thefollowing diagnostics results: D3, D4, D5, D6, D9,D10, D11, D13, D14, and D16. The deviation of thediagnostics results from the mean value towards themaximum is: in D7 to 14.87%, in D8 to 14.87%, andin D12 to 11.42%. The deviation of the diagnosticsresults from the mean value towards the minimumis: in D1 to 23.06%, in D2 to 23.06%, and in D15 to19.61%.The recommendations are as follows: to simplifythe tasks for the mark “4” in D1, D2, and D15; toincrease the time for studying the micro-purposes:B1, B2, and B15; to complicate the tasks for the mark"4" in D7, D8, and D12; to reduce the time forstudying the micro-purposes: B7, B8, and B12.
A comment to the curve "satisfactory"An average number of the marks "3" equals to8.38, or 28.88%.In the normal range are the following diagnosticsresults: D3, D5, D6, D11, D12, D13, D14, D15, andD16. The deviation of the diagnostics results fromthe mean value towards the maximum is: in D1 to36.64%, in D2 to 36.64%, and in D8 to 12.50%. Thedeviation of the diagnostics results from the meanvalue towards the minimum is: in D4 to 11.64%, inD7 to 18.53%, in D9 to 11.64 %, and in D10 to11.64%.In the diagnostics of D1 and D2 there was anincrease of the marks "3" at the expense of the marks"4".The recommendations are as follows: to reducethe time for studying the micro-purposes: B4 B7, B9,and B10; to increase the time for studying the micro-purposes: B1, B2, and B8.Taking into account these recommendations, ateacher can adjust the project of the educationalprocess (Kuzmina, 1985).

The assessment of the competence developmentof a future professional within the discipline isintegrally formed from the diagnostics assessment ofthe solutions of the problematic situations PS1, PS2,..., PSn. Since the concept of “competence” ismultifaceted, and the assessment of the competencedevelopment has a vague nature (Alexandrov, 1987),we suggest to make this assessment a maincomponent and to assess its constituentsapproximately by the 10-point scale. Theconstituents of the assessment are: theoreticalknowledge, future activities of a specialist, and socialmaturity. These three components of the specialist’sprofessional sphere can be taken as three parts ofthe assessment for the diagnostics solutions of PSi(and later for the assessment of the competencedevelopment within the discipline). Thus, for thesolution of each problematic situation PSi a bachelorreceives a composite approximate assessment in theform of a fuzzy set with the elements: <<assessmentof theoretical knowledge – α1i>; <assessment of thefuture specialist’s activity – α2i>; < assessment of thesocial maturity – α3i>>, wherein αji is a naturalnumber from 1 to 10, j - a number of a problematicsituation. The marks are put by a teacher, and thefuzzy marks can be seen on the scale (Table 2).
Table 2: Fuzzy assessment scale1,2 Insufficient level3,4 Below the basic level5,6 Basic level (sufficient)7,8 Above the basic level9,10 Advanced levelAn example of the trajectory of the bachelor’scompetence formation within the discipline is shownin Fig. 3.Each trajectory can be rolled into one fuzzy markof the competence formation within the disciplinewith the help of the following formula: the integer
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part of the arithmetic mean of the marks of eachconstituent:[ ki
ij
1

1










 ], where k – a number of diagnostics(1)

Fig. 3: The trajectory of the bachelor’s competence formation within the disciplineFor example, for the graph, shown in Fig. 3, thefinal assessment of the key competenciesdevelopment is: << assessment of theoreticalknowledge – 6>, <assessment of the futurespecialist’s activity – 5>, < assessment of the socialmaturity – 5 >>.If the constituents of the assessment havedifferent importance for the formation of keycompetencies, then the weighting coefficients can beentered to show the importance of the componentparts of the assessment (Kudryavtsev, 1985). We cancome to a single final mark β, using the formula:β = min {α1, α2, α3} = min {6, 5, 5} = 5(competence is formed at the basic level) (2)The integral assessment of the competenceformation of the future specialist non-mathematicianderives from the final marks of the competencedevelopment in the context of each discipline,responsible for this competence by the formula:Min {β1, β2, ..., βn}, where n - a number ofdisciplines in the context of which competence wasformed (Collins, K. & Madaj, Z.  2012)          (3)As a result, for each graduate there will beapplied a system of assessments that show thedegree of formation of all the key competencies of aprofessional non-mathematician. In addition, theresults will be obtained, for the modified educationaltechnology by V.M. Monakhov.When designing the educational system with thepredetermined properties, the dynamics fixationmodel of evaluation of all current operatingparameters of the educational system, theirrelevance and the degree of approximation to thespecified properties, is particularly important. Whenpreparing a strategy of the building of a methodicalsystem of teaching mathematics to the students of anonmathematical specialty, the following factors aregaining in importance: the semantic transparency ofthe formulations, technological possibility of their

assessment, and a well-proven technology of theoperational control and quality functioningmanagement of the educational system itself(Monakhov, 2006).
4. ConclusionThe organization of the educational processprovides diagnostics of the component of themethodical system of teaching mathematics, takinginto account the information about the internalassessment and specifying, if possible, the results. Ifto ignore the fact of the competent substrate, thediagnostics teaches communication, being a meansof the self-expression and self-realization, didactic atthe external level and competent at the domesticone, and a mechanism of the self-discovery of thebachelor’s individuality and development of theirunique features. The “incompetent” rhetoric isconsidered to be the competent intentions of thebachelors, orientations on the manifestation of theirvalues, personal and competency positions.At this time the labour market requires thespecialists, highly qualified and competent indifferent situations, arising in any field. On the basisof the competent approach there was given theanalysis of the development of the futureprofessional non-mathimaticians, and for this tasktheir core competences were assessed with the helpof the technological card by V.M. Monakhov. In thisresearch we also gave an explanation why thistechnique, which had been in great demand for manyyears, was modernised.
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